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Area of specialization:  

 

"Getting Deeper with Audio and Video" 

 

The major tool:  

 

The major tool used to produce my project was my NewTek TriCaster Mini. The Mini is a highly 

specialized computer used to produce videos. I also have a Livecontrol video switcher that 

makes it easier to manage the TriCaster during production. My commercial IT professional 

served as the technician for this production. It would not be possible to manage two cameras and 

the input from another computer (including slides and a YouTube video source) without live 

technical support.  

 

Two sources of information about the TriCaster Mini: 

 

Exclusive! NewTek TriCaster Mini Hands On 

https://youtu.be/zpeMYQT_NG4?t=334 

 

NewTek TriCaster™ Advanced Edition user's guide 

http://a6ce85f34b101e4ba428-

38e91d4533ffbe5c8042650a77a3ed34.r56.cf1.rackcdn.com/TriCaster/Advanced%20Edition/TC

XD.pdf 

 

Value of the use of the tool: 

 

The Mini is the low-end of the NewTek line of professional video production computers. It runs 

the same software as larger hardware units costing tens of thousands of dollars. The whole idea 

is to put the capacities of an entire professional development studio within reach of smaller 

organizations including businesses, churches and schools. The tool is valuable because of the 

many features it supports. It is certainly possible to produce instructional video without 

expensive equipment. The Mini is a way to learn to achieve professional production quality 

without the very high cost of an entire professional studio. 

 

Specific goals of the media created: 

 

I plan to prepare an anachronous self-paced training online this summer for public affairs 

educations to consider becoming part of an initiative to participate in opportunities for graduate 

students to collaborate across programs on an assignment involving story-writing. I hope to 

initially pilot the idea with up to ten professors and their classes this coming fall. I see this as a 

step toward an linking of selected public affairs classrooms across the nation and perhaps 

beyond. 

https://youtu.be/zpeMYQT_NG4?t=334
http://a6ce85f34b101e4ba428-38e91d4533ffbe5c8042650a77a3ed34.r56.cf1.rackcdn.com/TriCaster/Advanced%20Edition/TCXD.pdf
http://a6ce85f34b101e4ba428-38e91d4533ffbe5c8042650a77a3ed34.r56.cf1.rackcdn.com/TriCaster/Advanced%20Edition/TCXD.pdf
http://a6ce85f34b101e4ba428-38e91d4533ffbe5c8042650a77a3ed34.r56.cf1.rackcdn.com/TriCaster/Advanced%20Edition/TCXD.pdf


 

I have an assignment in MEDT 7561 due in April involving designing and partially 

implementing an instructional project in which I am going to base upon my intention to link 

multiple public affairs education courses at different universities in an assignment regarding 

collaborative story writing, beginning with a pilot in the fall of 2016. For this initiative to be 

successful it is necessary to first instruct professors regarding how to help their students 

participate in this kind of collaborative assignment. My intent is to integrate this assignment into 

the assignment in MEDT 7561, with knowledge and permission of both professors.  

 

In the context of MEDT 7468, this draft anticipates an extension of two previous assignments. 

The storyboard below is more complex than was the case in either of the previous two 

assignments. This assignment involves the additional use of a document camera. I anticipate 

doing this all in production. The obvious next step in the documentation required above, will be 

to use an Adobe tool to shift some of this editing to post production. I may find the proposed 

project difficult or impossible because I will be both the “talent” and the production technician. 

If that is the case, I can at least report what I learned and why I was (may be) unable to complete 

this assignment without a second person or the use of a post-production tool. I may find that I 

need to modify the storyboard in the effort to implement it, in which case I will. I will provide 

documentation of my experiences. 

 

Two illustrative screenshots of progress using the tool: 

 

It is not possible to take traditional screenshots with my TriCaster because it is a highly 

specialized computer and it is recommended not to run other kinds of software on it. The 

following two images are representative of the software and the related hardware. The screen in 

the foreground is capturing the screen of my Dell tower which is one of the HDMI input devices 

to the Mini. The 15-minute timer is not part of the TriCaster. But it is a quiet and valuable way to 

limit the length of video productions. 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 

The "doing" phase of production: 

 

It is too difficult for the person on camera to make a complex production without the assistance 

of another person. I prepared a detailed storyboard to help the technician see the sequence of 

events. It takes substantial coordination to set up each segment and to make the smooth 

transitions from step to step. It took us three "takes" to complete an acceptable video. There are a 

lot of variables involved, including management of audio sources and volumes.  

 

Tools used: 

 

This production involved use of the TriCaster Mini, the LiveConrol panel, two cameras with 

HDMI outputs, a Dell tower with HDMI output for the slides and the YouTube video. In 

required a microphone for me and headphones for the technician. The project required multiple 

lights including two Polaroid LED units.  

 

Required skillsets: 

 

The speaker has to be able to speak into a camera. Ability to use a teleprompter would be a 

valuable skill in this regard. It requires substantial skills to just set up the studio, including many 

wires. It requires the ability to write a detailed storyboard, including the ability to anticipate how 



the transitions will be handled. The technician should have experience doing this. Professional 

video production usually involves a team including several professionals. Just setting up the 

lighting is a professional skill. 

 

Next steps in the learning process: 

 

I want to learn to be the technician and to work with "talent" remotely using webcams. I also 

want to learn to edit video in post-production. It is possible to correct some mistakes in post-

production and to add additional features to an instruction video using a tool like Adobe Premier-

Pro CC. 

 

Submission URLs: 

 

The video is here. -- 

http://www.robertcat.net/spring2016/medt7468/assign4/project4.html 

 

The storyboard is here. -- 

http://www.robertcat.net/spring2016/medt7468/assign4/storyboard.pdf 

 

This document is here. -- 

http://www.robertcat.net/spring2016/medt7468/assign4/documentation.pdf 
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